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Introductioni

The Allerston property comprises ?0 claims 
situated in Halliday Township, District of Sudbury, 
some 62 road miles south of Timmins, and 30 miles west 
of Matachewan, Ontario. The area occupies some 2,800 
acres (4.37 square miles) lying within a meander of the 
Grassy River, immediately northeast of Halliday Lake.

Access to the claim area is by gravel and old 
lumber roads from Timmins, Matachewan or Shining Tree - 
all of which are passable during the summer months by - 
passenger car. Access by helicopter is possible using 
the hydro line right-of-way for landing, and by fixed- 
wing float planes using Halliday, Relic or Annie Lakes.

The following claims "comprise the option group i

298951-55; 292975; 299390-92; 3275^3; 420650-55; 
443592-97; 450704-23; 450744-55; 451051-62 -, 475745-48

The area is generally flat lying, with drainage 
being mature and gradually northward flowing within the 
Arctic watershed. With the exception of the hydro right-of- 
way, the claim group is covered by forest - mainly poplar, 
birch, tamarack and pine, with cedars and alders 
dominating in tfre swampy areas.

Eskers, sand moraines and arcuate sand dunes, 
together with more recent organic material, effectively 
obscure the geology of the area. Outcrops are confined 
to very small exposures scattered through the claim group.

General Geology t

The Halliday area is underlain by rocks of Archean 
age, falling within the Superior Province of the Canadian 
Shield.

The marginal notes on the Ontario Mines Department 
Geological Map #P 385 (Halliday Township) describes the' geology 
of the area and the neighbouring Midlothian township (to the 
east) as follows:



"Precambrian rnetasediments consisting mainly of 
conglomerate, greywacke, arkose and slate with subordinate 
lenses of marcasite-graphite schist, form an east-west trending 
belt, crossing most of the northern part of Midlothian township 
and extending westwards into Halliday township. This belt 
abruptly disappears beneath the drift cover west of Campbell 
Lake and only reappears as small outliers in central Halliday 
township.

"Along the flanks of this belt are thick sequences 
of older east-west trending metavolcanics, which underlie 
the remaining part of the area. The metavolcanics on the 
northern flank include massive, amygdaloidal, breccia and 
pillowed dacites and andesites, with which are intercalated 
subordinate rhyolite tuffs and breccias. The metavolcanics 
on the southern limb consist mainly of rhyolite flows, tuffs, 
and breccias. Intermediate flows are most prominent in 
Halliday township, particularly in the northern half where they 
grade into mafic extrusive rocks.

"Intrusive into the metavolcanics 'is a zone of 
ultramafic to mafic sill-like bodies. This zone comprises 
a complex with a dunite and peridotite centre, and a pyroxenite 
and gabbro marginal phase. The smaller isolated bodies may 
show only one or two of the phases.

"A very small number of medium- to fine-grained 
granite dykes cross cut these older rocks. Similarly these 
older rock units are cut by regular to irregular north- 
trending Matachewan diabase dykes. There is a noticable 
decrease in their occurrence going westward from Midlothian 
to Halliday township.

"Younger, probably Huronian, conglomerates, 
quartzites, greywackes and argillites, unconformably overlie 
the previously described rock units. Younger quartz diabase 
lenses occur in these sedimentary rocks.

"The major structural element is the belt of older 
metasediments, wfiich occupies the central portion of a large 
easterly-plunging syncline, whose axis has been displaced by 
a series of north-south shear zones. The abrupt termination 
of the metasedimentary belt west of Campbell Lake, may be 
due to erosion, acting in conjunction with the plunge of 
the fold, or it may be due to faulting parallel to the Grassy 
River System.

"Strong east-west faults cross the area. Two other 
major sets of faulting have northeast and north-northwest strikes."



History of Exploratiom

(From: Hayman's internal report of May 197?)

"In 196*4- Consolidated Canorama, holding a group of 50 
claims in Sothman Twp. carried out geological mapping, ground 
geophysics and diamond 'drilling around Halliday and Kelly 
Lakes. No mineralization of any significance was found either 
on the ground or in the four drill holes (B2-B5).

"In 1965 Cominco held a group of claims around Annie 
Lake. Several EM conductors were drilled and zones of graphite 
tuff containing disseminated to massive pyrite amd nodular 
marcasite were intercepted.

"In 196? Amax put down a drill hole 2000 feet north of 
Annie Lake which cut andesite-dacite tuffs and graphite tuff- 
breccia containing pyrite, pyrrhotite and minor chalcopyrite 
(DH2). Drill logs are unavailable.

"Other exploration in 19&7 included surveys by Talisman 
Mines and diamond drilling (HA1-HA5). The geophysical surveys 
indicated the diabase dyke in the vicinity of the Grassy River, 
and an area of conductors in the north which have not yet been 
investigated.

"Texasgulf Sulphur drilled two holes (TGS2,TGS3) in 
1968, one at Anomaly Lake and one 2600 feet to the northeast 
in an EM conductor zone. Pyritic units were found, but in 
both cases no significant mineralization was found.

"IN 1971/72 H,D. Carlson held the claim area around 
Annie Lake and undertook a ground geophysical VLF survey, - which 
outlined 19 conductive zones, broadly paralleling the E W strike. 
Some of these may be indicative of sulphide mineralization, 
notably north of Annie Lake.

"In 1971 Newmont acquired 58 claims in thearea , 
principally around the Grassy River, and undertook a major 
geological programme in 1972. The field mapping by Hopwood, 
is the only detailed work in the immediate area to date. , 
Geophysical work outlined major EM anomalies in the area of ' 
Kelly Lake-Anomaly Lake - Grassy River, and also some 2200 
feet to the north, both trending WNW. Soil samples from 
the area showed positive anomalies for Cu and Zn ( up to 
190 ppm Cu, 1700 pprn Zn), particularly around Anomaly Lake 
and some 2000 fet to the north. However, subsequent drilling 
in 1973 (NH1-NH4-) did not encounter economic mineralization.

"A Questor airborne geophysical survey in 1973 
outlined a substantial number of anomalies in the Halliday- 
Sothman area. Principal anomalies appear north and northwest 
of Anomaly Lake and good anomalies appear northwest of Annie
Lake.

"Work since 1972 includes diamond drilling by Riocanex
11975} who nut, down at least two. drill holes (A2,,A*H in favourable LM zones, wnich intersected rhyolite breccias and agglomerates;"



done during 1977'

1. Cuttj.ing out and chaining some 37 line miles of 
bush ,

2. E. M. survey (pulse type and/or Max-ruin) over 
3^,5 line miles

3. Magnetometer survey (proton) over some 20 
line miles

ty. Geological mapping and prospecting.
5* Assay of some 50 rock chip samples for Cu Pb Zn Ag
6. Analysis of some 15 soil samples for Cu Pb Zn Ag

content.

Geology.

Geological investigations were confined to the 
immediate area of the claim group. Two basic rock types 
are present - one andesitic and one rhyolitic in nature. 
Within these broad catagories occur a large variety of 
lithologies from massive rhyolite and andesite, to agglomerates 
and breccias of both types.

Beds generally strike east-west, but due to the poor 
exposure accurate dip measurements were not obtained. Joint 
measurements suggest three dominant directions t north-south 5 
east-west and northeast-southwest, with minor sets striking 
north-northeast and south-east.

The distribution of the agglomerates and other 
pyroclastics suggests that a centre of volcanic activity 
was possibly centred to the south central portion of the claim 
group. Another such centre may have existed to the south-wes^b, 
along the southern shore of Halliday Lake.

Economic Geologyt

Whilst minor pyrite and pyrrhotite in disseminated 
form are ubiquitous in the area, only two occurrences of other 
sulphides were noted (localities #3 and #*4-8). The former was 
prviously noted by the ODM as a small galena showing. However, 
blasting revealed the presence of sphalerite in addition to galena 
associated with calcite veining and general carbonate alteration 
of the host rock (rhyolite agglomerate).. The actual mineral 
showing is confined to a narrow (^-6 inches) veinlet striking 
east-west. The second occurrence at location #^8 lies 
immediately to the southeast, and consists of a few grains 
of galena in a massive rhyolite exposure. Geochemical analysis



if chip samples gave 82ppm Cu 133ppm Pb llSppm Zn for the 
'rhyolite agglomerate host rock, but the actual mineralized 
sampk gave 4-4-Oppm Cu >5^ Pb M25& Zn and MOppm Ag. Outcrop 
#4-8 indicates 99ppm Cu 4-5ppm Pb 2?8ppm Zn, thus indicating 
that the few grains of galena noted are insignificant.

Soil samples taken over the immediate area of the lead/ 
zinc showing (#3) are not noticably anomalous, with values 
ranging from 3-l?ppm Cu 5-82ppm Pb 9-103ppm Zn. The highest 
values for lead and zinc being collected directly over the
showing.

Results for some 4-7 other rock samples indicate 
copper levels up to 120ppm, lead values up to ^Qppm, zinc 
levels up to 2?8ppm, and silver levels never higher than 
0.4- ppm.

, 
1

Geophysics;

A ground EM survey totalling 182,000 line feet 
(34-. 5 line miles) and magnetometer survey totalling approx. 
20 line miles were completed over the three grids.

The EM survey was carried out by Geoterrex Ltd. of 
Ottawa, whilst the magnetometer survey was carried out using 
local labour.

The Pulse EM system was utalized for the western grid 
but could not be used on the central and eastern grids due to 
adverse background noise from the centrally located hydro line. 
The central and eastern grids were surveyed using a Max-Min 
EM system, which was also used for detailed follow up work.

Five significant conductors were outlined - two on 
the western grid (which may join to form a single body); two 
on the central grjid (which may also be connected), and one on 
the eastern grid.

Eastern Grid: The eastern grid anomaly extends over a strike 
length of 1800 feet from line 14-4-E to l62E, being at its 
strongest from line 150E to 162E. The anomaly is centred at 
approximately 6N over its strongest point and swings northwards 
to ION over the weaker western extension. The conductor 
occurs in a swampy area but is likely underlain by rhyolitic 
rocks.

Central Grid: Two anomalies occur over this grid and may 
join at the western end. The southern anomaly strikes east- 
west on lines 112E to 94-E and is centred at approx. 3S. The 
northern anomaly also strikes east-west on lines 102E to 84-E, 
being strongest on lines 92E to 84-E, and is centred at ?N.



Conductors on lines 92E, 90E and possibly also on lines' 
88E and 86E suggest a possible NW^SE striking conductor 
which may join the two bodies at the western extremities. 
It is of interest to note that both anomalies occur on 
swampy ground, but appear to lie at the northern and southern 
contact respectively of the andesite-rhyolite boundary.

Western Grids 'Two conductors were outlined striking 
approximately NE-SW which may join together (as the nose of 
a syncline) at their eastern ends. The northern anomaly 
occurs on lines 26E to 36E between 1^-N and 20N, whilst the 
southern anomaly occurs on lines 30E to 38E from IS to 12N. 
The southern anomaly occurs over swampy ground, whilst that 
to the north underlies ground partly covered by swamp but also 
by arcuate sand dunes. Botjj conductors appear to occur within 
a porphyritic rhyolite lithology.

At the time of writing data are not available for the 
magnetometer survey, nor has the geophysicist 1 s report on the 
EN survey been received. However, the following conductor 
locations are suggested for drilling!

at ?N
L106E at 3S 
L 86E at 6N 
L 36E at 9N 
L 30E at 16N

All evidence suggests that the conductors are 
relatively shallow (5Q-150 feet) and with the possible 
exception of the we stern grid conductors, they appear to be 
vertical in attitude.

Summary i - .

Five EM-conductors have been outlined for drilling. 
However, no significant sulphides were noted in outcrop 
and it is unlikely that geochemical soil sampling will add 
any further information to these anomalies. It must be 
borne in mind that all previous drilling in this immediate 
area has failed to intersect significant amounts of economic 
sulphides. It seems likely that the western grid anomalies 
may have been already tested by three drill holes (one numbered 
TGS 3A) but the logs of these are not available.

The sulphide mineralization noted in outcrop gave 
assay results of 5/^Pb and 12?oZn over a vein width of *4  6 inches. 
The mineralization occurred in an east-west fracture system 
where calcite and carbonate alteration was dominant. Soil 
sampling failed to detect this type of mineralization and it 
seems unlikely that routine soil sampling will be effective 
anywhere else in the property.



With the exception of the western grid EM anomalies 
(which seem somewhat different), the other conductors appear 
to coincide with the boundary between the andesites and 
rhyolites, with the actual conductor location being within 
the rhyolitic lithologies. All the conductors underlie 
swampy areas and are consequently probably best drilled 
during the winter months, although it seems likely that the 
drilling equipment would have to be flown into the area.

(C d y y
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the period from August 24 to September 26, 1977, 

Geoterrex Limited of 2060 Walkley Road, Ottawa, Ontario, completed 

a ground follow up survey in Halliday Township Ontario, on behalf 

of Northgate Exploration Limited, Suite 2602, Royal Trust Tower, 

Toronto Dominion Centre, Toronto, Ontario.

The.purpose of the survey was to evaluate on the ground 

several airborne anomalies. Three grids were prepared by 

Northgate representatives to cover the most interesting areas.

Accommodation was in a tent camp sixty miles by road south 

of Timmins, Ontario. Two of the grids were easily accessible by 

truck and the third by truck and then by a two mile boat ride.

The project was conducted by Tom Eadie, a Geoterrex staff 

geophysicist. Terrence McKillen provided on site supervision for 

Northgate.

Motentxa ltd.
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II. PERSONNEL AND SURVEY STATISTICS

The following is a list of the personnel involved in the 

survey and the dates they worked.

PERSONNEL TIME DISTRIBUTION

Tom Eadie, Geophysicist, party chief August 24, 1977 - 
Ottawa, Ontario September 26, 1977.

Terry No!an, Operator 
Timmins, Ontario

August 24, 1977 - 
August 30, 1977.

Claude Ferguson, Helper 
Timmins, Ontario

August 24, 1977 - 
August 30, 1977.

Mike Burns, Operator 
Ottawa, Ontario

September l, 1977 - 
September 14, 1977,

Mike Kennedy, Helper 
Ottawa, Ontario

September l, 1977 - 
September 26, 1977,

Gilles Roux, Geophysicist 
Ottawa, Ontario

September 16, 1977 - 
September 26, 1977.

In addition, the following is a tabulation of the 

personnel and time spent preparing the final report.

potentxa ltd.
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Tom Eadie, Geophysicist 9 days 
Ottawa, Ontario

M. Carson, Geophysicist 4 days 
Ottawa, Ontario

The following Is a 11st of the grids with the amount 

of each type of surveying done.

WEST GRID

Horizontal PEM {200 foot coil separation) 74,100 feet

Vertical PEM 2,400 feet

HEM (600 foot coil separation) 9,300 feet

HEM (300 foot coil separation) 6,600 feet

VEM 4,800 feet

TOTAL .. 97,200 feet

MIDDLE GRID

HEM (400 foot coil separation) 46,400 feet

TOTAL .. 46,400 feet

EAST GRID

Horizontal PEM (150 foot coil separation) 4,000 feet 

HEM (600 foot coil separation) 50,100 feet

HEM (300 foot coil separation) 8.500 feet
TOTAL .. 62,600 feet

TOTAL FOOTAGE FOR ALL GRIDS 206,200 feet.

QGoterraia ltd.
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III. GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS 

III.l General Survey Procedure

Initial grid preparation was carried out by Northgate, 

lines .being cut at 200 foot intervals approximately perpendicular 

to the anticipated strike of the geology in the area. The grids 

were cut so as to cover the most interesting airborne EM anomalies 

on the Northgate land.

The original plan was to survey all three grids with the 

Pulse E.M. method. However, after one day of surveying with the 

Pulse E.M. unit on the East grid, it was decided that both the East 

and Middle grids were too close to a major power line to be surveyed 

effectively with this method. Only the West grid was covered with 

the Pulse E.M. method using a 200 foot coil separation and 100 foot 

station intervals.

The East grid was surveyed using the horizontal loop 

method with a 600 foot coil separation while the Middle grid was 

done using the horizontal loop method with a 400 foot separation. 

On both grids, frequencies of 1777 and 444 Hz were used and the 

station interval was 100 feet.
/

Detail work was necessary on the West grid. Vertical 

Pulse EM was carried out on one anomaly where depth information

neotemsxa iid.
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was lacking. New lines were cut and read with horizontal loop EM 

(coil separation 300 feet; 1777 and 444 Hz.) because the main con 

ductor on the grid was off strike by as much as 55 degrees. The 

vertical loop fixed transmitter method using frequencies 

of 1777 and 444 Hz was also employed to help delineate the structures.

It was necessary to add two new lines to the western side 

of the Middle grid to fully cover the structure on that grid. 

However there was no detail work done on this grid.

Detail work was done on the best part of the East grid. 

Horizontal loop EM with a 300 foot coil separation and frequencies 

of 1777 and 444 Hz was carried out on all the best lines to get 

better resolution and determine the dip direction of the conductor.

A total field magnetic intensity survey was completed on 

the East and Middle grids, and over the most interesting part of 

the West grid. All readings on a particular grid were tied to a 

common base for that grid and during the survey of a grid the 

maximum length in time of a survey loop was made to be about two 

hours, in order to have good diurnal control.

Observations are made at 100 foot intervals on a recon 

naissance basis but the reading interval is reduced to 50 feet 

in areas of magnetic activity.

ltd.
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III.2 .Pulse Electromagnetic Method

Similar to any electromagnetic method, the principles 

of Pulse Electromagnetics are based on the detection of the secondary 

magnetic field produced by time varying eddy currents within a con 

ductor. The basic difference between transient and continuous wave 

systems lies in the methods by which the eddy currents are induced 

and received. With conventional or continuous wave systems, the 

secondary field is measured as a distortion of the primary, while 

the transient method measures the decay of the secondary field in 

the absence of the primary.

Direct detection of the secondary field is achieved by 

producing a succession of pulses through a loop. During the shut-off 

time of the pulse, the time varying current in the transmitter loop 

generates an electric field and resultant eddy currents within a 

conductor.

The decay of the eddy currents produces a secondary magnetic 

field, the first time derivative of which induces a measureable voltage 

in the receiver coil.

The decay rate of the eddy currents is a function of both 

conductivity and geometric shape. For a poor conductor the decay 

rate is high and quickly approaches zero; thus little or no

nnoterrexa ltd.
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voltage Is Induced In the later time samples as measured at the 

receiver coil. If the conductivity is high, the time taken to 

effectively reach zero is much longer, and so will produce signi 

ficant late sample time voltages in the receiver coil.

The transient waveform is such that a wide frequency 

spectrum is involved. On the early channels the waveform contains 

both high and low frequency information; the high frequency components 

having the greater proportion. As the decay of the high frequencies 

is much more rapid than those of the low frequencies, it can be 

seen that the later time samples contain only low frequency in 

formation. For the system, the frequency response is from ap 

proximately 4000 Hz down to about 16 Hz.

Bearing in mind, that the effective depth of penetration 

of an electromagnetic wave is an inverse function of the square 

root of the frequency,~it can be seen that the early time samples 

are yielding the shallow depth information. Conversely, the 

late time samples are reflecting the deeper and lower frequency 

information and normally are not as significantly affected by 

conductive overburden or near surface poor conductors.

It can be seen from the arguments presented above that 

the principle of direct detection of the secondary field offers 

numerous advantages over conventional EM systems. By way of a 

summary the most important of these advantages are:

KOlEITM
9 ltd.
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1) An increased signal to noise ratio, which in

turn increases the effective depth of penetration.

t

2) A wide frequency spectrum allows for a more 

accurate analysis of the conductors within the 

earth.

3) The transient method is free from the geometric 

restrictions of fixed and accurate coil separation 

and alignment* and is thus far more suited to rugged 

terrain.

The unit was used in both the horizontal and vertical 

loop configurations. In the horizontal mode the transmitter and 

receiver move in unison along a traverse generally perpendicular 

to the anticipated strike of the body. For this survey a coil 

separation of 200 feet was employed, and the station spacing was 

maintained at 100 feet. In the vertical configuration, the 

transmitter loop was aligned over the apex of the body along 

strike and the receiver moves over the body along a traverse line 

perpendicular to strike 200 feet away. Readings are taken of both 

the horizontal and vertical components of the secondary field.

^^^tf^^^^M^^^^^^^^^MQBOUITUa ltd.
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III.3 The Vertical Loop Electromagnetic Method

In electromagnetic surveying, an alternating magnetic 

field is established and the direction of the total magnetic 

field due to the transmitter and to eddy currents Induced in 

the ground is measured. For the vertical loop configurations 

employed during this survey, the transmitting coil is held sta 

tionary in a vertical position, oriented so that its plane passes 

through the receiver coil. The receiver coll is used as a "null" 

measuring device, i.e. rotated around the horizontal axis joining 

the two until it is in-a position of minimum induction. At this 

point, the plane of the receiver coil is perpendicular to the total 

field vector, or, when secondary fields are present the major axis 

of the polarization ellipse.

The survey configuration used,was the "Fixed Transmitter" 

set-up. In this configuration, the transmitter sets up directly 

over the conductor located earlier by the horizontal loop method. 

This insures maximum coupling between the transmitter and the 

conductor being investigated. The receiver operator then runs 

a traverse on an adjacent line covering the expected position of 

the conductor on that line.

dfe^^flfe^^^fl^Hh M^*|^^^^^^Mununtxa ltd.
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The results of vertical loop EM surveys are usually 

presented as profiles showing the angular deviations from the 

free-air null position along the survey line traversed by the 

receiver coil. The location of the conductor axis is indicated 

by the cross-over point for single, steeply dipping conductors. 

Depth of burial, conductivity, size and geometry are reflected 

in the curve shapes and amplitudes. The use of two well separated 

frequencies aids in distinguishing the various parameters. The 

relationship between the anomalous tilt angle obtained at high 

and low frequencies across a particular conductor indicates 

whether the conductor is of high or low conductivity. The conduc 

tivity however, cannot be separated from the conductor thickness. 

For a low conductivity-thickness product, the high frequency will 

give a much larger response than will the low frequency; for a 

high conductivity-thickness, the ratio wijl approach unity.

High ratios are generally characteristic of massive 

sulphides and strongly graphitic zones. Overburden effects, 

serpentines, shear zones and weaker metallic sulphides and 

graphite distributions may all give rise to low ratios. It 

is not possible to resolve the various possible conductive sources 

on the basis of the EM measurement alone.

(KOlGlltXa ltd.
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III.4 The Horizontal Loop Electromagnetic Method

In the horizontal loop prospecting system two lightweight 

coils, one receiving and one transmitting, are kept horizontal and 

a fixed distance apart. The receiver measures the Intensity of 

both in-phase and out-of-phase (quadrature) components of the se 

condary field due to eddy currents induced 1n the ground. These 

measurements are read as a percentage of primary field Intensity. 

A cable connects the two coils in order to provide a reference 

signal from the transmitter to the receiver so that the primary field 

can be cancelled and the phase determined.

The results are presented as profiles showing the variations 

of in-phase and quadrature components of the secondary field plotted 

at the mid-point between the coils. The system is symmetrical and 

the positions of the transmitter and receiver are interchangeable. 

The two coils move progressively along the same traverse line ap 

proximately perpendicular to the conductor's strike.

This maximum coupled horizontal loop coil configuration 

gives results which are the easiest to interpret of all electro 

magnetic systems. The profile over a single vertical conductor 

shows a negative trough of which the shoulders exhibit small 

positive values. Accurate determinations of depth and conductivity- 

thickness can readily be made by comparing the maximum negative

^^^^^^^^ u^^^l^ ̂^^^^K^H^^^^Bnonntxa ltd.



amplitude of the in-phase and quadrature components to those obtained 

in model studies. The shape of the profile over a conductor Is quite 

sensitive to the dip and to the width of the conductor.

III.5 Magnetic Intensity Survey

The purpose of the ground magnetic survey was to study 

the relationship of magnetic activity to the conductive zones mapped 

using the EM techniques. In addition the pattern of magnetic in 

tensity mapped indicates the boundaries of different geological units 

present. Observations are generally made at 100 foot intervals, being 

reduced to 50 feet in areas of magnetic activity.

yeoleiitx
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IV. GEOPHYSICAL INSTRUMENTS 

IV. l Pulse EM Survey

The Crone Pulse EM unit has been designed to operate 

primarily in a horizontal loop configuration. The transmitter 

consists of a flexible loop approximately 10 metres in diameter, 

which is laid out horizontally on the ground. The loop is powered 

by a current pulse of approximately 6.5 amperes obtained from two 

12 volt batteries. The transmitter cycle time operates on 10.8 

milliseconds : 1.4 milliseconds : 9.4 milliseconds, that is, on 

time: shut-off time: off time. During the "off time" the signal 

at the receiver is sampled at eight different times with the data 

being stored. The receiver takes numerous readings (approximately 

450) over a period of 10 seconds during which time the samples for 

each particular time gate are continuously summated and stored.

Detailed specifications for the Pulse EM unit are in 

cluded in the Appendix.

IV. 2 Horizontal and Vertical Loop EM Surveys

The horizontal and vertical loop EM surveying was done 

with the Apex Max-Min II unit. Five frequencies, 222 Hz, 444 Hz, 

888 Hz, 1777 Hz and 3555 Hz are available with this unit as well 

as six coil separations -50 meters, 100 meters, 150 meters, 200 

meters and 400 feet.

prtentx9 ltd.
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The specifications of the Apex Max-M1n II are given 1n 

the Appendix to this report.

IV. 3 Magnetic Intensity Surveys

For the ground magnetic coverage of the survey area, 

a Barringer GM 122 proton precession magnetometer was used. This 

instrument measures the total magnetic field intensity. The 

specifications of the GM 122 are included in the Appendix to 

this report.

neotemxa ltd.
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V. PRESENTATION OF DATA

For each grid surveyed there 1s a plan map at a scale of 

l"s 200 feet showing all the conductors that were located. Except 

for the detail work, all lines surveyed are plotted one line per 

sheet. For the horizontal loop data, the sheet contains the data 

for both frequencies used, 1777 and 444 Hz, plotted at a horizontal 

scale of 1" S 200 feet and a vertical scale of l"*2025 of the primary 

field. For the lines surveyed with Pulse EM, the sheet contains all 

eight channels plotted at a horizontal scale of l"*200' and a ver 

tical scale of 5 centimeters c l logarithmic cycle for values greater 

than 10 parts per thousand (PPK) and 2 centimeters *10 PPK for values 

'from l to 10 PPK.

Detail work is generally plotted on larger sheets with more than 

one line per sheet. For the horizontal loop detail work, the scale is 

V'^200 feet horizontally and 1"*205K vertically. For the vertical 

loop EM data, the scale is 1" S 200 feet horizontally and l"* 20 

degrees vertically. For the vertical configuration P.E.M., the 

scale is I"s200 feet both horizontally and vertically.

For each grid, there is also a magnetic contour map plotted 

atl" a 200 feet. The contour interval is 200 gammas from O to 1000 

gammas, and 1000 gammas for values over 1000 gammas.

QKoterrex
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Also Included with the presentation 1s a plan map of 

all three grids together,drawn at a scale of 1" S 800 feet.

QBOtemxa ltd.
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t
VI... DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

VI.l Introduction

In any electromagnetic survey, the lower the frequency 

that is used, the less the calculated conductivity-thickness is 

distorted by (1) the thickness effect of the conductor (R.A. Bosschart 

Ph.D. Thesis); (2) current gathering, the galvanic effect caused by a 

relatively conductive host rock; and (3) conductive overburden.

For this reason, the conductivity-thickness products 

plotted on the plan maps are calculated from the low frequency data 

(444 Hz) for the horizontal loop surveys, and from the decay between 

the fifth and the sixth channels for the pulse EM surveys. It would 

have been more accurate to calculate the conductivity-thickness from 

the decay between the seventh and eight channels which represent the 

two lowest frequencies, however these channels were too noisy to be used.

The high frequency EM data has a greater amplitude than the 

low frequency making it useful for interpreting low amplitude anomalies 

where the low frequency data shows either no anomaly at all or else 

a weak anomaly that is not of sufficient size to be interpreted ac 

curately. In general because of the larger amplitude of the higher 

frequency responses, they can be considered more sensitive in de 

termining the dip of the conductor. In addition a qualitative com-

^ ^^   ^^ ̂^^^^^-^^neowmsxa od.
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parlson of the high and low frequency results will give an indication 

of just how much distortion is taking place because of the cummulation 

of the thickness effect, current gathering and conductive overburden.

The interpretation and data presentation is included in the 

following sections of this report. For each grid there is a discussion 

of the data followed by a plan map with all the conductors indicated 

and a magnetic contour map. All electromagnetic data 1s included in 

a separate volume.

jnoterrex
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VI.2 WEST GRID 

Zone A

This zone includes the anomalies on line 42E station 

35+50N, line 44E station 37+60N, line 46E station 37+80N and line 

48E station 38tOON. This zone was completely covered by horizontal 

configuration pulse EM,(HPEM) vertical pulse EM (VPEM) and the anomaly 

on L44E was also covered by a reconnaissance line of horizontal loop 

EM (HEM) with a 600 foot coil separation and frequencies of 1777 and 

444 Hz. No magnetics were done on this anomaly due to lack of time.

The anomaly has a moderate conductivity-thickness product, 

dips to the north and has a strike length of about 600 feet. The strike 

is constantly east-west except between line 42E and line 44E where there 

is either a sharp change in strike direction or a fault. The VPEM data 

indicates that the conductor is in fact continuous between line 42E and 

line 44E.

The conductivity-thickness products vary little along the 

conductor. However it appears to be strongest on line 44E. Depth 

estimates to the top of the conductor range from 50 feet (VPEM) to 

100 feet (HEM) along strike.

ltd.
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Because of the moderate conductivity associated with this 

zone It has been classified as a second priority anomaly. It 1s 

suggested that additional work consisting of magnetic intensity 

surveying be carried out over the zone* however should it be 

desireable to test the zone at this time, a drill hole collared to 

intersect the anomaly on line 44E at a depth of 150 feet below 

station S7+ 60N would'be recommended. Drilling should be along the 

line from the north.
*

Zone B

This zone includes the anomalies on line 34E station 

36+20N and line 36E station 36+OON. This zone was completely covered 

by HPEM and the anomaly on line 36E was also covered by HEM with a 

600 foot coil separation and frequencies of 1777 and 444 Hz. No 

magnetics were done on this zone because of lack of time.

This zone contains a weak conductor (8 mhos calculated 

from HEM data; 600 foot coil separation, 444 Hz) striking east-west 

for less than 400 feet, apparently dipping to the north. The depth 

to the conductor is about 140 feet. It appears to be slightly more 

conductive on line 36E than on line 34E. This zone must be given 

a low priority rating. However, should it be decided to drill 

the conductor, it should be drilled from the north to Intersect

Qisotentx9 ltd.
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the conductor 200 feet below station 36N on line 36E. It 1s suggested 

that additional work consisting of a magnetic survey should be done 

before drilling.

Zone C

This zone includes the anomalies on line 30E station 27-f SON, 

line 32E station 26+90N, and line 34E station 27+50N. This is a very 

weak conductor about 400 feet long. This anomaly was covered only by 

HPEM. There is no magnetic coverage.

This conductor appears to dip to the south. It is at a 

depth of approximately 150 feet, tlo drilling is recommended on this 

zone because of its extremely low conductivity.

Zone D

The zone includes the anomalies on line 32E station 2+20N, 

line 34E station 5+30N, line 36E station 9+40N, line 38E station 

11+60N and NL#2 station 1+30W. There is no magnetic correlation with 

this conductor. This conductor was covered initially by HPEM. How 

ever it was seen from these results that the survey lines,were in 

places, greater than 550 off perpendicular to the conductor. Two 

new lines, NL#1 and NU2 were cut perpendicular to strike and

QBotentx9 ltd.
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t
surveyed with HEM using a 300 foot coil separation and frequencies 

of 1777 and 444 Hz.

The zone contains an excellent conductor striking ap 

proximately 0350 for at least 1800 feet, remaining open to the 

southwest. It appears to get deeper in this direction. The 

anomaly is not closed to the north either. It is possible that 

the conductor continues to the north, parallel to the survey line. 

Another possibility is that it curves back towards ZONE E crossing 

line 38E at station 17N where there is a good PEM anomaly. A third 

possibility is that the conductor is faulted or just dies off to 

the north.

To follow the anomaly to the southwest it is recommended 

that a baseline be cut at 035*starting at the present baseline and 

continuing south. Survey lines should be cut at 200 foot intervals 

along this new baseline. HEM with a coil spacing of between 400 

and 600 feet should be done on these lines. This large coil 

spacing is recommended because the conductor is expected to plunge 

to the southwest.

To follow the anomaly to the north it is recommended 

that the vertical loop fixed transmitter method (VEM) be used.

^^^^^ ^^^^^ ̂^^^^ ^  Qeonrrex
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The transmitter should be set up on NLI2 station 1+30W. Once 

the local strike of the conductor is determined, several lines 

can be cut perpendicular to the strike and surveyed with HEM.

If it is decided to drill ZONE D before any more geophysics 

is completed two locations are recommended. The first is on NU1. 

Here the conductor is very shallow ( 20 feet) and has a conductivity- 

thickness product of 25 mhos (HEM, 300 foot coil separation 444 Hz). The 

hole should be drilled from the northwest along NU1 to intersect 

the conductor 40 feet below station 0*00.

The second hole should be drilled from the west along NU2. 

Here the conductor is about 60 feet deep and has a conductivity- 

thickness product of about 22 mhos (HEM, 300 foot coil separation, 

444 Hz). The hole should be drilled to hit the conductor about 110 

feet below station 1+30W on NU2.

A first priority rating should be given to this conductor. 

Zone E

Zone E contains all the anomalies on line 26E to line 34E 

between stations ION and 24N. This is the most complex and most 

interesting of all the anomalies on the grid. Initially it was 

covered by HPEM which located three excellent anomalies on line

MOtelltX
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26E,stations 14+70N and 18-HON and line 28E station 14+60N. Line 

26E was the end of the client's property so this anomaly could not be 

traced to the west. It is not known how these three anomalies are 

related; it will be more easily interpretable when more work is 

completed to the west. There is no magnetic correlation with any 

of the anomalies.

The Pulse EM survey also located six very deep, (approximately 

200 feet) but good conductors. They are located on line 30E stations 

UN, 15N and 18N; line 32E station 1WON and 18+50N; and line 34E 

station 22N. Because of the small amplitude of their response, all 

of these anomalies must be interpreted with suspicion especially 

since they do not coincide with the VEM crossovers.

The VEM fixed transmitter survey was completed in order to 

follow the excellent conductor on line 28E station 14+60N to the east. 

The results indicate (see plan map of West grid) that this conductor 

strikes to the northeast until line 34E station 19f70N where it 

changes direction and starts striking slightly south of east. This 

data would indicate that it is the same conductor as located in Zone 0.

To check the vertical loop data NL#3 was cut perpendicular 

to the geological strike in the region and surveyed with HEM, 300 foot 

coil separation. The conductor that was found confirmed the VEM data.

^^ tfi^^^hArf^k fl^^^k^^fe^^vinoumxa ltd.
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The conductor located on NU3 at 0+00 dips to the south as 

does the conductor on line 28E station 14t60N. Together with the 

fact that ZONE D has a shallow dip to the north suggests the 

presence of a syncline,since the two zones appear to meet between 

line 36E and line 38E around station 18N.

Another indication that there is a shallow syncline 

between ZONES D and E is the 8 channel negative PEM anomaly connecting 

the two zones. This suggests that there is an excellent conductor 

approximately 300 feet deep from Zone D to Zone E.

However, the HPEM data does not confirm the shallow fold 

theory. One possible reason for this is that the lines are too far 

off strike to give reliable data. This could be remedied by re- 

cutting the entire grid. Another possibility is that some of the 

conductors may be very wide, making the data ambiguous. A third 

possibility is that conductive overburden is masking many of the 

anomalies. From the VEM results and the HEM work on NL#3, it is 

clear that there is a lot of very conductive overburden in the area. 

It is also possible that the area is just too complex to be interpreted 

unambiguously from the geophysical data.

Zone E is considered to be a first priority anomaly and as 

such it is suggested that it be drilled. A hole collared to inter 

sect the conductor on NL#3 175 feet below station 0*20N is recom 

mended. The hole should be drilled from the southeast along the line.

AMdflfe^feA^^ . ^ ^^^.^yQBonsmxa ltd.
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In addition it is also recommended that the conductor 

on line 26E be tested by drilling. However since these anomalies 

are open to the west it is also suggested that additional HEM work 

be completed in order to close the anomaly to the west.

Zone F

This zone located on line 38E at station 27N is a one line 

conductor of moderate to high conductivity. It appears to be a 

wide conductor almost 200 feet deep. There is no indication of dip. 

No further work is recommended on this anomaly unless the drill re 

sults on the rest of the grid are promising. There is no magnetic 

correlation associated with this anomaly.

^MMAtfhfl^^fc ̂A^^hdtt^flfUMlGlltXa ltd.
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VI.3 Middle Grid

The middle grid was surveyed with the horizontal loop method 

using a coil separation of 400 feet and frequencies of 1777 Hz and 

444 Hz, as well as total field magnetic intensity surveying. Five 

conductive zones were delineated.

Zone A

This zone, striking east-west, is located in the north-west 

corner of the grid at approximately station 7N and on lines 84E to 

102E, for a strike length of 1800 feet. It exhibits good conduc 

tivity, particularly on lines 84E to 94E where the calculated conduc 

tivity thickness products range from 9 to 20 mhos. The depth to the 

top of the conductor ranges from 40 feet on line 86E to over 100 feet 

east of line 94E suggesting that it could be plunging to the east. 

It is suspected that Zone A is dipping to the south, however there 

is some distortion of the HEM profiles resulting from the presence 

of Zone B to the south which does make this interpretation questionable. 

There is no magnetic correlation with this zone.

QBotentxa ltd.
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Zone B

Zone B is located in the west central portion of the grid on 

lines 86E to 92E. It strikes in a northwest-southeast direction 

apparently connecting the western ends of Zone A and Zone C. It 

exhibits good conductivity being 16 mhos on line 92E and 12 mhos on 

line 88E. The depth to the top of the conductor ranges between 80 

feet on line 88E and 100 feet on line 92E, and it appears to be 

dipping to the north. Again as mentioned in the discussion of Zone A 

there is some distortion of the profiles by the presence of Zone A. 

There is no direct magnetic correlation with this conductor, however 

on line 92E there is an approximately 150 gamma anomaly flanking 

the conductor to the north at station IN.

Zone C

Zone C, striking in an east-west direction and located about 

350 feet south of the baseline is the longest and most conductive 

zone delineated on the middle grid. It has a total strike length 

of 2000 feet (between lines 94E and 114E) and an apparent north dip. 

The calculated conductivity-thickness products along strike range 

from 2 mhos to a high of 84 mhos on line 104E.

The western half of the anomaly would appear to be shallower, 

calculated depths to source being of the order of 40 to 60 feet 

west of line 106E, while east of here the depths to the top of

geotentxa ltd.
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the conductor are in the 80 to 90 foot range. There 1s no direct 

magnetic association with this conductor.

Zone D

This zone is located on lines 112E to 116E in the vicinity 

of the baseline. Like Zone B it too strikes in a northwest-south 

east direction. It is a relatively weak conductor, conductivity- 

thickness products being l mho on line 114E and 4 mhos on line 112E 

and is at a depth of 30 to 60 feet. There 1s no apparent dip to 

the zone and it does not have any related magnetic feature. The 

HEM response associated with this zone is mainly quadrature in 

nature suggesting that the cause might be related to conductive 

overburden.

Zone E

Zone E is located in the northeast corner of the grid on lines 

112E to 120E for an intersection length of 800 feet. It is 

striking in a general east-west direction, being closed to the 

west and remaining open to the east of line 120E. It is considered 

a relatively poor conductor exhibiting poor conductivity-thickness 

products of 2 mhos on the two best lines, 116E and 118E. The 

conductor is at a depth of 50 to 70 feet on these two lines and

DEoterrex
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is probably dipping to the south. There 1s no directly related 

magnetic response, however there is a flanking magnetic anomaly 

immediately to the south of the conductor.

The strike direction,position,and dip of this conductor 

suggests that it may well be related to Zone A.

Summary

Five conductive zones were mapped on the middle grid. 

Two of these zones (D and E) are very weak conductors and 

therefore do not warrant any further work at this time. However, 

Zones A, B and C illustrate good to excellent conductivity and it 

is recommended that they be investigated further, by testing 

these zones with three drill locations. The first suggested 

drill site would be on line 104E collared to intersect the con 

ductor (Zone C) 100 feet below station 3+50S. The drill should 

be along the line from the north. The second recommended drill 

location, to test Zone A, would be on line 86E along the line from 

the south and collared to intersect the conductor 90 feet below 

station 6+50N. The third drill location to test Zone B is suggested, 

should the results in either of the two previously recommended drill 

holes be encouraging. This hole should be collared to intersect 

the conductor on line 92E 150 feet below station 0+-60S. The 

drill should be along the line from the north.
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VI.4 East Grid

The east grid was entirely surveyed with the Horizontal 

Loop method employing a 600 foot coil separation and frequencies 

of 1777 Hz and 444 Hz. The entire grid was also covered with 

total field magnetic intensity surveying. In addition two lines, 

158E and 160E were surveyed with the Pulse EM method.

A total of three conductive zones were delineated with 

the reconnaissance HEM method. One of these zones, labelled 

Zone C, was further detailed with the HEM method employing a 300 

foot coil separation and frequencies of 1777 Hz and 444 Hz.

Zone A

Zone A was noted on lines 144E to 166E for a total inter 

section length of 2200 feet. In general it is striking in an 

east-west direction between lines 166E and 150E where it appears 

to turn and head in a north westerly direction. At the moment 

it appears to be closed to the west, and probably to the east 

as well, however it is possible that it plunges to the east 

below the lake.

The conductor appears to be relatively shallow, calculated 

depths to the top of the conductor ranging from 30 to 60 feet

OBotentxa ltd.
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along strike. It exhibits relatively poor conductivity, cal 

culated conductivity-thickness products being of the order 

of 3 to 4 mhos. Only on line 154E is there any indication of 

apparent width, here being approximately 40 feet. The conductor 

has an apparent south dip.

Particularly interesting in this case is the nature of 

the HEM response, in that there is a sharp positive and negative 

peaking of both the in-phase and quadrature profiles. These peaks 

as found on most of the lines are exactly one coil separation 

apart - 600 feet, and are usually associated with anomalies that 

are cultural in nature, such as grounded wire fences, or buried 

cables. However, as there is no cultural evidence in the area 

of this anomaly,it is suspected that the.cause is surficial or 

a clay filled fault or shear zone.

The magnetic results associated with the conductor are 

relatively flat, except for a possible 200 gamma magnetic 

anomaly on line 158E at station 29+50N.

The PEM response on line 158E did show evidence of something 

conductive at roughly 28N but only on the first channel, again 

suggesting a very weak source.

ltd.
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Zone B

The conductive trend labelled Zone B is located approximately 

400 feet south of the anomalies in Zone A. This zone consists of 

an anomaly striking in a west-north-west direction and extending 

from line 154E to line 140E for a strike length of 1400 feet. It 

appears to be closed to the east and remains open west of line HOE. 

Due to the very weak primarily quadrature response it is suspected 

that the anomaly is related to a sur icial source, most likely conductive 

overburden. There is no anomalous response from the Pulse EM data, 

or an associated magnetic anomaly.

Zone C

Zone C is located in the southern portion of the grid between 

lines 142E and 162E for a total strike length of about 2000 feet. 

In general the anomaly is striking in an east-west direction between 

lines 152E and 162E lying at approximately 64-50N. Between lines 

150E and 152E the conductor shifts to the north, lying between 

stations 9N and UN west of line 150E. It is closed to the east 

and west.

The best portion of the conductor, located between lines 

152E and 162E was resurveyed with the horizontal loop method em-

yeoterrex
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ploying a 300 foot coil separation for detail purposes. The 

anomaly exhibits good conductivity, calculated conductivity- 

thickness products being of the order of 2 to 19 mhos along strike 

from the 600 foot coil separation data. In fact the conductivity- 

thickness products are even higher from the detail HEM data, the 

best response being 30 mhos on line 156E. Here the calculated 

depth to the top of the conductor is 60 feet, while off the ends 

of the anomaly it is getting deeper, suggesting that it might be 

plunging to the east and west. There is no definite magnetic as 

sociation with the conductor.

The PBM results on line 158E confirm the presence of this 

southern conductor and, as expected, indicate that this is the 

best conductor of the three mapped with the HEM method. Like the 

HEM results the PEM anomaly indicates that the conductor is dipping 

to the north.

Summary

a

Three zones have been mapped on the east grid, only one of 

which appears to be promising - the southern (Zone C) conductor. 

Therefore it is recommended that this zone be tested by drilling 

a hole collared to intersect the conductor 100 feet below station 

6+20N on line 156E. The hole should be along the line from the 

north.

QBotemxana.
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Should the results from drilling Zone C prove interesting 

It would be recommended that Zone A be Investigated further. 

Zone B appears to be related to a surficial source therefore no 

further work has been recomnended here.

OBotentxa ltd.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A total of 14 conductive zones were delineated on the three 

grids surveyed. Four of these zones (West grid - Zones D and E; 

Middle grid - Zone C; East grid - Zone C) have been given a first 

priority rating for drilling based on the high apparent conductivity 

of the zones. Both of the first priority zones on the West grid have 

not been completely covered, therefore, additional work prior to 

drilling has been recommended here.

A second priority rating has been assigned to Zone A on the 

West grid and Zones A and B on the Middle grid, based on moderate 

conductivity. Additional work consisting of magnetic coverage of 

West grid - Zone A has also been recommended.

Zone B - West grid, Zone E - Middle grid and Zone A on the 

East grid have been assigned a 3rd priority rating based on poor 

relative conductivity. Further investigation of these zones should 

be considered should any of the drilling results on the related grids 

prove encouraging. In the case of Zone E on the middle grid a lead- 

zinc showing was mapped in the area. Since Zone E is along strike 

with Zone A on the middle grid, encouraging drill results from Zone 

A would definitely upgrade Zone E's priority.

OBotentxa ltd.
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No further work has been recommended on West grid - Zones 

C and F, Middle grid - Zone D and East grid - Zone B. These zones 

show very poor conductivity and therefore are generally considered 

to be surficial in origin.

It should be noted that the priorities given above are 

based on-the geophysical data only, and may change in the light 

of additional information such as geological or geochemical results. 

Should such information warrant additional work of a geophysical nature, 

then considering the poor conductivity shown by the lower priority 

anomalies, the induced polarization method might be considered for 

mapping purposes.

Respectfully submitted,

M. Carson,

T. Eadie, 

GEOPHYSICISTS.
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APEX MAXMIN II EM SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

OPERATING FREQUENCIES: 

COIL SEPARATIONS: 

MODES OF OPERATION:

PARAMETERS MEASURED:

SCALE RANGES:

READING REPEATABILITY: 

RX BANDWIDTH (-3dB): 

RX INTERNAL NOISE: 

TX DIPOLE MOMENTS:

RX POWER SUPPLY: 

TX POWER SUPPLY:

REFERENCE CABLE: 

WEIGHT OF RX UNIT: 

WEIGHT OF TX UNIT: 

OTHER MAIN FEATURES:

222, 444, 888, 1777 and 3555 Hz 

TOO, 200, 400, 600 and 800 feet

(a) Tx coil plane and Rx coll plane horizontal 
fHorizontal loop mode).
(b) Tx coil plane horizontal and Rx coil plane 
vertical (Minimum coupled mode).
(c) Tx coil plane vertical and Rx coil plane 
horizontal (Vertical loop mode)

(a) In-Phase and Quadrature component of the 
secondary
(b) X.til t of total field in mode (c)
(c) Automatic, di.'ect readout on 3J" size meters.

In-Phase: ± 201 normal,   TOO* by switch. 
Quadrature:   2035 normal,   1005& by switch. 
Inclinometers:   502 tilt.

  i to U 

0.2 Hz nominal 

Negligible

150 Atm2 P 222 Hz, 150 Atm2 G* 444 Hz, 
75 Atm2 P 888 Hz, 50 Atm2 @ 1777 Hz and 
30 Atm2 (a 3555 Hz.

Four 9V batteries (transistor radio type)

Three 6 V alkaline lantern batteries in a 
separate battery pack. Optionally one 12V 
8 Ah rechargeable Gel Cell.

Light weight, low friction unshielded cable. 

13 Ibs. 

30 Ibs.

Built-in Intercom system for communication 
between receiver and transmitter unit. 
Signal and reference warning light to indicate 
erroneous readings.



PEN SPECIFICATIONS

Current Off time : 9.4 ms
Current on time : 10.8 ms
Current shut off (ramp) time : 1.4 ms

Sample width : 100 MS 

TRANSMITTER

Loop diameter - minimum 7 metres
Loop current - 5.5 to 6.5 amps
Loop applied voltage - 24 volts
Loop output - minimum 4500 amps x metre^
Loop weight - 11.8 kilos (26 Ib.)
Control unit weight - 10 kilos (22 Ib.)
.Battery supply weight - 18.1 kilos (40 Ib.) 
Timing control by radio synchronization

RECEIVER

- Receive coil weight : 4.5 kilos (10 Ib.)
- Receive coil tripod mounted
- Receiver measuring instrument weight : 6.3 kilos (14 Ib.)
- Timing control by radio synchronization
- Primary sample width : 100 us .
- Primary sample can be swept through primary pulse by means 

of a time calibrated pot
- Zero time set at primary pulse drop-off
- Secondary samples (eight) width : lOOyjs
- Secondary samples time (zero to middle of sample) : (l) .15 ms 

(2) .45 ms (3) .85 ms (4) 1.45 ms (5) 2.45 ms (6) 3.75 ms (7) 5.85n 
(8) 8.85 ms "

- Sample read put by means of meter
- Continuous sampling possible by switching function switch to 

"Continuous" .
- Noise can be monitored by switching function switch to "Noise"



BARRINGER GM 122 

PROTON PRECESSION MAGNETOMETER

SPECIFICATIONS

Range:

Accuracy:

Sensitivity:

Gradient Tolerance:

Power:

Power Consumption:

Polarizing Power:

Number of Readings 
with l Battery Set:

Frequency of Readings:

Control s:

Output: 

Indicators:

20,000 to 99,999 in 12 ranges

  l X through operating temperature range

l y

600

12 "D" cells

< 50 Joules (Msec) per reading

0.8 A @ 13.5 V for 1.5 sec. (3 second cycle)

0.8 A 0 13.5 V for 3 sec. (6 second cycle)

2,000 - 10,000 depending on type of batteries

l every 3 seconds 
l every 6 seconds

Pushbutton switch
Range Selection switch - Slide switch for 3
and 6 sec. located on P/C Board

5 digit incandescent filament readout

LED point
Lock Indicator - last three digits of the display
blanked off when phaselock not achieved
Segment Function Indicator -all segments light
up to permit visual inspection of the display
function

Mechanical:

Instrument: Dimensions - 7" X 3.5" X 11"
(18 cm X 9 cm X 28 cm)

Weight - 8 l bs (3.6 kg) including batteries



m Sensor:

Dimensions -

Weight 

Ambient Conditions:

Environmental:

Omnidirectional noise cancelling 
toroidal sensing head

4 7/8" {12 cm) diameter 
4 3/8" (11 cm) height

- 3 l bs (1.4 kg)

Operating Temperature Range - 
- 400F to 1310F (-400C to 550C)

Relative Humidity - O to 100X

Instrument and sensor case made of high 
impact plastic
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ntario

Ministry of Nature

GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLOGIC 
TECHNICAL DATA

900

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of Survey(s). 
Township or Area. 
Claim Holder(s)_

A/.
Survey Company. 
Author of Report 
Address of Author 
Covering Dates of Survey.

Total Miles of Line Cut
?7,S f ///C

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

,, , . . Geophysical

DAYS 
per claim

Z. O

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not appfy to airborne lurveyi)

Magnetometer. .Electromagnetic

Res. Geol.. .Qualifications.
Previous Surveys 

File No. Type Date Claim Holder

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

'(prefix)' (number)

1

TOTAL CLAIMS.



GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA
f k6'fL otic(*L** *v/? K,cy /X/o "7k r o */ 

GROUND SURVEYS — If more than one survey, specify data for each type of survey

Number of Stations. 
Station interval.... 
Profile scale____
Contour interval.

.Number of Readings 

.Line spacing ____

Instrument.
Accuracy — Scale constant. 
Diurnal correction method.
Base Station check-in interval (hours). 
Base Station location and value __^

ELECTROMAGNETIC
Instrument

'•'l '-" -" -i -. V- 
flnil rnnfigiiration

Coil separation i - .
rf - - 'X,

Accuracy
Method: 
Frequency . ,

Parameters measured

•*- ":,; .' . , "' .. - v .' ' . '

."•. * - v-V •••. t '-. . , ''i

,

Z3 Fixed transmitter CD Shoot back D In line

(specify V.L.F. station)

O Parallel line

f

o

Instrument,
Scale constant,
Corrections made ̂

Base station value and location.

Elevation accuracy'—

Instrument
Z
C
h-rf 
s

Method l l Time Domain 
Parameters — On time —.—. 

- Off time ^—.

— Delay time ^^..

— Integration time.

Power.
Electrode array — 
Electrode spacing . 

Type of electrode ,

Frequency Domain 
Frequency ̂ —^—-. 
Range_______



Ontario

Ministry of Natural Resources

GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLOGICAL - GEOCHEMICAL 
TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

File.

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

MAX - MIN (HEM) ApexType of Survey(s). 
Township or Area. 
Claim Holders) Ralph E. Allerston

Halliday ffwp.

322 Elm Street Mo. Timmins, Ont*
GEOTERREX Limited._________

Author of Report M. Carson
Address of Author. 2060 Walkley Rd. Ottawa Ont.

Covering Dates of Survey. 

Total Miles of Line Cut—

Aug.24th - Sept. 2?th 1977

37*3
(linecutting to office)

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical
—Electromagnetic,
—Magnetometer—.
—Radiometric——
—Other——————

DAYS 
per claim

Geological
Geochemical

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision crediti do not ajjply to airborne furveyi)

Magnetometer

DAT

Res. Geol.. .Qualifications.
Previous Surveys 

File No. Type Date Claim Holder

(See 
for Pulse

also Data Sheet 
EM Crone informatior

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

(nuniber)
445597

L- 450706' 
T  450708i * n\ •^•••••••••••••t******\ 4**n m* *T* *T* i

Ir- 450709'

L-
im?t*

L-

450711'
..45X37,20.,
450721

450719 
"456722""

Ir-
Jc.

L- 
L*. 
L-

450717
..fKxP..7.:W"....................

45074

450749;
450752'

L- ™. 420652
420655 
'420654'

TOTAL CLAIMS. 25



GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS — If more than one survey, specify data for each type of surve

by PUIBE * raft
Number of Stations 1768___________________Number of Readings 120? (MAX-MIN) 
Station interval ______100 Feet______________Ljne sparing 200*_____' 

Profile scale__________l
Contour interval.

Instrument.
Accuracy — Scale constant. 
Diurnal correction method.
Base Station check-in interval (hours). 
Base Station location and value j^__

Z
S s
g 
S
W

Instrument APEX MAX-Mln 2

Coil configuration 
Coil separation —— 
Accuracy ———— 
Method: 
Frequency————

Horizontal Loop

Parameters measured.

200-400 - 600*

CD Fixed transmitter O Shoot back O In line
444- and 1777 Hz

Parallel line

(specify V.L.F. itation)
In'phase and out of phase components of secondary field*

O

Instrument.
Scale constant
Corrections made.

Base station value and location,

Elevation accuracy.

z 
2
H

PHI

2
Q 
M Di

Instrument ——————^^— 
Method D Time Domain 
Parameters — On time ^^^ 

- Off time ——
— Delay time ———
— Integration time.

D Frequency Domain 
_ Frequency ____
_ Range -——.——.—

Power.
Electrode array — 
Electrode spacing . 
Type of electrode



Ontario

Ministry of Natural Resources

GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLOGICAL - GEOCHEMICAL 
TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

File.

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of Survey(s). 
Township or Area. 
Claim Holder(s)_

MAGNETOMETER

Halliday Township
R.E, Allereton.

522 Elm Street N.,
Timmins, Ont. P4N 6B2.

Survey Company GEOTERREX Ltd
Author of Report M. Carson
Address of Al .,hor 3060 Walkley Rd. t Ottawa Ont.
Covering Dates of Survey. 

Total Miles of Line Cut—

AUK. 24th - Sept, 27th 1977
(linecutting to office)

37.5____________

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical
—Electromagnetic.
—Magnetometer—
—Radiometric——
—Other-^———.

DAYS
per claim

20

Geological.
Geochemical.

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne lurveyi)

Magnetometer Electromagnetic.
(enter days per clai

SIGNATU

/Radiometric

A**o**HWport or Agenl

Res. Geol.. .Qualifications.
Previous Surveys 

File No. Type Date Claim Holder

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

450708
(prefix) (number) 

450710

450712"4; 
450720

,,,,.ic7...............^.9.Zi2.i^o?2j*5072rf* It  l* fi V* t 

^TsQfi

L- 450746 
L-. 450749• ••••••••t tTT* ̂ ••••••••••••••••V i**Tt {••/••••••••^••••••••flt*

L- 450750
* * i t * * i *41*TB^t *f i ** i*4 * t * ** * tn gi/nft 4* *XW** * ** 111 ** i ** ** i * * *

L- 420651 
'""""V"""""""420653

.......

^nr.

V *-

o

)

TOTAL CLAIMS



GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS — If more than one survey, specify data for each type of survey

Number of Stations. 
Station interval ——.. 
Profile scale ———.

1?68

100' and 50'
.Number of Readings ?.7r 
.Line spacing 200,-—-—

Contour interval. 200: 200 - 1000X / 1000 - 1000-rX

Instrument BARRINGER GM 122, Proton Precession

Scale constant "t" i — 1

Diurna, co———————hod ————Tie-in to BM.'6t.ttoM •(g^gSl^J'^SSS^g'

Base Station check-in interval (hours)— 
Base Station location and value ———. at intersections of Picket Lines and B/Line var* ! TT————————:—;

u
H-(

l 
O

S

S

Tnstrnrnent

Coil configuration 
Coil separation .,— 
Accuracy ————— 
Method:

Parameters measured.

D Fixed transmitter D Shoot back CD In line D Parallel line

(specify V.L.F. station)

Instrument -
Scale constant .-''l

Corrections made.

Base station value

Elevation accuracy.

g
5 H 
fi S2

GOw
04

Instrument ——,^———— 
Method ["1 Time Domain 
Parameters — On time ——- 

- Off time ——
— Delay time ——
— Integration time.

Power.
Electrode array — 
Electrode spacing . 
Type of electrode

D Frequency Domain
— Frequency.—-——.
— Range_______



Ontario

Ministry of Natural Resources

GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLOGICAL - GEOCHEMICAL 
TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

File.

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of Survey(s). 
Township or Area. 
Claim Holder(s)—

PEM

Hallida
R.E. Allerston.

Survey Company RttfWWBH'RY

322 Elm Street N. 
(Dimming, Out. P4M GB2

Author of Report M,
Address of A..tw 2060 Wlakley Rd. Ottawa Ont.
Covering Dates of Survey Aug T

0 (linecutting to . 2?th 1977
Total Miles of Line f!nt 37.5

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical
—Electromagnetic.
—Magnetometer^
—Radiometric——
—Other—————

DAYS 
per claim

40

Geological.
Geochemical.

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne lurvcyi). 
Magnetometer____Electromagnetic S XRaHinmptrir

\.Ajj)hof of Repert or Agent

Res. Geo!.. Qualifications.
Previous Surveys 

File No. Type Date Claim Holder

L

(also see MAX-MjN^g Agex

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

L- 445595
T  4

B 4 a * * * 11 |W** * * *1 * * 9 * * * 1 11 * * * " t**'

........g............

ir
L-

450710
.]!^^^"

450720

ISgSllS.. 
'450719

• ••••••* ft* ••••••••••••••••••* 9ft tn rr* f* *4vn •••••••••••••••••t

L- 450717 
,,,,Ic,.,.,,,..,.4.50.7M.................

L- 450745
""""E"""""""""450749""""""""" 

L- 45D75Q• •••••^•••••••••••••••••••••' Mn rfi IfWfiTrt •••••••••••••••i**

450752

L- 
.I?r..
L-

420652
A20652.
420654

1133
TOTAL CLAIMS 25

l

y/o



GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS — If more than one survey, specify data for each type of survey

Number of Stations ___"-L____________________Number of Readings w? 
Station interval ______100__________________Line spacing——————-——
Profile scale________200*—————^-———————————^—-———^—.—
Contour int^i ^ 10PPK 20M j IQPPK > 10PPK Log. 5CM per cycle

C

zg

D 
Q 
Z

Instrument
Accuracy — Scale constant. 
Diurnal correction method.
Base Station check-in interval (hours). 
Base Station location and value ———

O Instrument ____________CRONE PBM

ELECTROMAGNETl
r.nj] rnnfigiiratinn

Toil separation

Accuracy
Method:
Frpqiipnry

Parameters measured.

Horizontal (Vert. Check)
200'

i i PPK
D Fixed transmitter D Shoot back K) In line 

4000 Hz to 16 Hz
(specify V.L.F. station)

Decay of Secondary Field

P Parallel line

Instrument.

Scale constant, I*
Corrections made.

^ Base station value and location .

Elevation accuracy.

Instrument
Method D Time Domain D Frequency Domain 
Parameters - On time __________________________ Frequency —————

-Off time_________________________ Range_____^.
— Delay time ,————————..————-—.——™..—...ta

Integration time.
Power.
Electrode array — 
Electrode spacing 
Type of electrode
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NOTES

400' surface rights reservation along the shores of all 
lakes and rivers.

withdrawn from staking under Section 
Mining Act (p' , *-i).

Date Disposition
V) Vi 32/77 189266 4/3/77 S.R.O.

DATE OF ISSUE 

APR - 51978

SURVEYS AND MAPPING 
BRANCH .^^

LEGEND

PATENTED LAND

PATENTED FOR SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY

LEASE

LICENSE OF OCCUPATION
CROWN LAND SALES

LOCATED LAND

CANCELLED

MINING-RIGHTS ONLY

SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY

HIGHWAY* ROUTE NO.
ROADS

TRAILS

RAILWAYS
POWER LINES

MARSH OR MUSKEG
MINES ^

'used only with summer resort locations or when space is limited

TOWNSHIP OF

HALLIDAY
DISTRICT OF

SUDBURY

LARDER LAKE
MINING DIVISION 

SCALE : 1 INCH - 40 CHAINS (1/2 MILE)

DR. R.W.N

DATE . 2,71.
PLAN NO. M-910

ONTARIO

MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES
SURVEYS AND MAPPING BRANCH

41P14NE0078 2.2648 HALLIDAY 200
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Problem Page 
The original page in this document had a problem when scanned and as a result was 
unable to convert to Portable Document Format (PDF). 
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Problème de conversion de page 
Un problème est survenu au moment de balayer la page originale dans ce document. La 
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